
AAT Online Learning Weekly Schedule & Plan 
 
Hi everyone! I know these are tough times and you are getting a lot of different instructions and 
information from all of your teachers on top of the other stresses you have to deal with. I am going to 
miss seeing your smiling faces in class every day. I am so sorry that you all have to go through this, 
as students and I want to make this online learning process as straight forward as possible. First of 
all, please know that I am going to do everything I can make sure that your grades are fair and 
properly represent the content you understand. My goal of this online learning is to continue learning 
the important concepts of Advanced Algebra Trig so students feel prepared for their math courses 
next year. I strongly suggest that students take notes during the video lessons and work through the 
HW assignments so they can have these notes and resources for next year. I am also going to make 
sure that I am communicating frequently and answering any and all questions you might have come 
up. Everything for the week will be posted on Monday on my website so students can work at their 
own pace. The goal is for 25 minutes of math per day. 
 
Here is the weekly schedule for AAT: 
 
Monday 

There will be a video focusing on a new topic. I would like students to be taking notes during 
the video and following along with the examples. Just like in class please pause the video to 
try out the examples yourself first and then follow along to check your answers. 

 
Tuesday 

There will be a HW assignment based off of Monday’s video. These HW assignments will not 
be graded but I strongly suggest that students complete these to prepare for their Friday quiz 
and get ready for next year’s courses. Please make sure you check your answers as well. 

 
Wednesday 

Wednesday will be just like Monday where there is a video lesson. I would like students to be 
taking notes during the video and following along with the examples. Just like in class please 
pause the video to try out the examples yourself first and then follow along to check your 
answers. 

   
Thursday 

This will be just like Tuesday. There will be a HW assignment based off of Wednesday’s video. 
These HW assignments will not be graded but I strongly suggest that students complete these 
to prepare for their Friday quiz and get ready for next year’s courses. Please make sure you 
check your answers as well. 

 
Friday 

There will be a quiz every Friday that is not a test week. Quizzes will be posted Thursday and 
then due by Sunday at 5PM. These quizzes will be worth 20 points total for each chapter – 
either 1 or 2 quizzes per chapter. The quiz will be linked on my website in the notes section 
and could be in different formats. Sometimes it will be multiple choice, sometimes fill in and 
sometimes short answer. The instructions at the top of the quiz will explain what students need 
to turn in and how they can turn in their work if it is required. These points will be the only thing 
going into the grade book and there will not be quiz points back. The expectation is that 
students are doing their own work on these quizzes; not working together, using each other’s 
answers or using the aid of tutors, family members or friends. 

 
 
 



Tests 
There will be three scheduled tests during this online learning experience. Tests are going in 
the grade book as 100 points each. These tests are schedule for 3 Thursdays (May 7, May 21 
and June 12) and are due the next Monday by 10PM. This gives students a couple days to 
complete the test so that they still only have to do 25 minutes of math per day – they should 
not have to do any math over the weekend! The expectation is that students are doing their 
own work on these tests; not working together, using each other’s answers or using the aid of 
tutors, family members or friends. 

 
Office Hours 

I plan to be available by email throughout the week but I will be sitting at my email to 
immediately respond on Tuesday and Thursday from 12PM-1PM weekly.  

 
In Class Grades 

o Ch 3 Quiz Points 
o If you would like to get quiz points back from Ch 3 you can send me pictures of the quiz 

and test with notes highlighting which questions go together 
o Ch 5 Quiz Points 

o I do not have a way to hand back the ch 5 tests so if you would like quiz points back for 
Ch 5 you need to redo all of the questions you want points back for showing all of your 
work on a separate sheet of paper – if the questions are correct you will get the points 
back. You need to work on these on your own.  

o Missing Tests (Ch 3 or 5) 
o You can email me to either have the test excused or email me that you would like to 

take the test and I will send you a copy to complete on your own without the aid of any 
notes, family, peers or outside resources 

! Exception is chapter 5 test you may use notes 
o I will still be dropping the lowest test score at the end of the semester 
o All missing work/retakes/quiz points back will be due May 8th 


